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It’s back to the same arena as last year for an even longer show. Yes
after the marathon that was Wrestlemania IV, this show is actually a bit
longer despite there being no tournament. The main event scene is really
just a sequel to last year’s match though so the same setting makes
sense. Let’s get to it.

WWF Women’s Champion Rockin Robin (half sister of Jake Roberts) sings
America the Beautiful and does a decent job. Jesse of course isn’t
impressed and doesn’t bring up Donald Trump in the front row again this
year.

King Haku vs. Hercules

This is as high as Haku ever got on his own as succeeded Race as the King
due to Race’s injuries. This isn’t for the crown though and Hercules is
now a face (Heenan had tried to sell him to DiBiase, who referred to
Hercules as a slave. This didn’t sit well and Hercules claimed that he
was his own man) in powder blue trunks. Haku jumps him from behind to
start but Hercules comes back by throwing Haku into the air and just
letting him crash to the mat.

Heenan’s advice doesn’t do Haku much good as Hercules drops some elbows
but stops to walk around. A second Heenan distraction works a bit better
though and Haku gets in some cheap shots to take over. Back in and we hit
a bearhug on Hercules to fill in some time but he breaks free and gets
two off a cross body. Some clotheslines set up something from the top but
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Haku gets up a good looking superkick to knock Hercules silly. Back up
and Hercules grabs a belly to back suplex but rolls his shoulder up to
pin Haku at 6:53.

Rating: D+. Not the worst match here but this was a strange choice for an
opener. I mean did they really think that it made sense to push Hercules
as something special? At the time they were actually pushing him as a
third Mega Power, which meant “the guy that would take a fall in a six
man” but it was really just in name only. This was a pretty pedestrian
power match but that superkick to stop Hercules was a nice touch. Haku
always had a good superkick and it was cool to see him use it, even in a
nothing match like this.

The latest pretty boy tag team called the Rockers refer to themselves tag
team specialists and say they’re ready for the Twin Towers (Akeem,
formerly known as the One Man Gang and now a dancing African along with
the 6’6 380lb Big Boss Man).

Rockers vs. Twin Towers

The Rockers are hungover beyond belief here. Boss Man goes after Marty
(Jannetty, partner of Shawn Michaels in case you don’t know the Rockers)
and gets decked by Shawn from behind. Shawn punches Akeem to get the big
man’s attention before doing the same thing to the Boss Man. The Rockers
start in on Akeem’s arm but he throws Marty into a bearhug from Boss Man
and adds a standing splash to crush Jannetty between the two of them.

More splashes connect and the Towers’ manager Slick says they need a
black referee. Why he wants this isn’t clear but he was shouting it
pretty loudly. Marty finally avoids a charge to send the Towers together
and Shawn gets the tag to help double team Akeem. They whip him across
the ring over and over before a double shoulder gets two. It finally gets
down to one on one and Akeem just ends Shawn with one of the hardest
clotheslines I’ve ever seen. Jesse: “I think he irritated Akeem!”

Boss Man misses his top rope splash though and the Rockers double
dropkick Akeem to the floor. They mostly miss stereo missile dropkicks to
Boss Man and everything breaks down with Boss Man catching a diving Shawn
in a spinning powerbomb. That awesome landing isn’t enough so it’s Air



Africa (running splash) from Akeem for the pin at 8:05.

Rating: C+. This was fun for how well the Rockers bumped for the monsters
here. That clothesline and the powerbomb to Shawn were particularly
awesome as Shawn looked dead off both moves. The Twin Towers had just
come off feuding with Hogan/Savage but for some reason it never led to
the Tag Team Titles or even a serious shot at them.

DiBiase loves getting to be around the rich people in Atlantic City, even
if he’s wrestling a commoner like Brutus Beefcake.

Ted DiBiase vs. Brutus Beefcake

DiBiase’s Million Dollar Title (he couldn’t win the WWF World Title so he
made his own) isn’t on the line because Brutus hasn’t earned a shot. Ted
shakes hands with Trump before coming in and Donald seems intrigued by
the belt. Brutus has his awesome theme music now and it makes his
entrance a lot better. Virgil stays in the ring for the first minute or
so of the match while DiBiase talks trash to Beefcake.

Brutus gets tired of waiting and backdrops DiBiase out to the floor,
followed by some slams and a clothesline to put him right back to the
floor. This really hasn’t been a good return to Wrestlemania for DiBiase.
He’s already gone from the main event to the third match on the card and
now he’s getting beaten up.

Back in and even more right hands stagger Ted until Virgil trips Brutus
to give the boss an opening. A middle rope elbow gets two for DiBiase and
a suplex sets up the Million Dollar Dream. Brutus grabs the rope and
makes his comeback, sending Ted face first into the buckle ten straight
times. DiBiase finally knocks Brutus to the floor where Virgil gets in a
few shots. Ted follows and they brawl to a double countout at 9:57.

Rating: D+. Well that happened. There wasn’t much of a story to this one
and they just did moves to each other for about ten minutes. It’s strange
as these two would work well together with Brutus’ great charisma being
able to power a sweet comeback. Brutus was never great but the fans loved
him and he was adequate enough to work a passable and fun match.
Unfortunately that wasn’t the case here but at least they tried.



Post match Brutus cleans house with the hedge clippers to claim a moral
victory. As usual, Jesse is on point by calling that assault with a
deadly weapon.

Earlier today the Bushwhackers were at the annual Wrestlemania brunch and
ate a lot. This isn’t particularly funny.

Fabulous Rougeau Brothers vs. Bushwhackers

The Rougeaus are now managed by Jimmy Hart and All American Boys from
Memphis. Butch trips on the way to the ring (to be fair the aisle has
steps) and Jesse accuses Gorilla of being drunk in the casino the other
night. The Bushwhackers steal Jimmy’s jacket but the Rougeaus save it
from being destroyed. So they are good for something. Jimmy gets inside
to collect his jacket and gets crushed between the brothers to send him
right back to the floor.

Luke and Raymond officially get going as Gorilla questions the Rougeaus
being Americans just because they moved here. Jesse: “So as far as you’re
concerned, tear down the Statue of Liberty?” That escalated quite
quickly. The brothers double team to take over as Butch is being forced
out of the ring and we get to the bizarre part of the match (yes the
bizarre part of a Bushwhackers’ match). Raymond lifts Luke up for a slam
and Luke intentionally rubs Raymond’s crotch. His hand moves up and down
multiple times and that’s all it could have been. I’m guessing it was a
rib but it’s quite the jarring visual.

Jacques puts on an abdominal stretch and Raymond flips in over the top
for a superkick to Luke’s ribs. They stop to pose though, allowing Luke
to crawl over to tag Butch, setting up the Battering Ram (Butch holds
Luke’s head and drives him into the ribs) and a double stomach breaker to
pin Raymond at 5:09.

Rating: D-. This was a comedy match minus most of the comedy. The
Bushwhackers are the definition of a comedy team for kids and there’s
nothing wrong with that. These teams feuded for the better part of ever
and it was the same result almost every time. You could have cut this out
and no one would have missed a thing. Well Raymond might have without
that slam but I don’t want to think about that anymore.



The Bushwhackers lick interviewer Sean Mooney on their way up the aisle.
Mooney: “Words cannot describe what it’s like to be licked by a
Bushwhacker.” I speak from experience to agree with him.

Mr. Perfect vs. Blue Blazer

This is the debut of Perfect’s trademark singlet. Perfect trips on the
same step that got Butch. Blazer is Owen Hart in a mask, meaning this has
potential to be really good. Feeling out process to start with Perfect
taking him into the corner and slapping him right in the mask. Blazer
will have none of that and dropkicks Perfect over the top with Perfect
doing his awesome bumping to get outside. A baseball slide (nowhere near
common yet) staggers Perfect even more and there’s a second dropkick to
put him down again.

Blazer’s top rope splash hits knees and Perfect finally gets a breather.
These are quite the high spots for 1989. A reverse chinlock doesn’t get
Perfect anywhere and Blazer gets two off a belly to belly. Blazer’s
crucifix gets a VERY close two but Perfect just blasts him in the face
with a forearm. The PerfectPlex ends Blazer at 5:51 and keeps Perfect’s
record spotless.

Rating: C+. Good match here but they could have done something really
special with more time and a more main event style. Blazer was an
excellent high flier (especially for this time) and Perfect was already
looking like a polished veteran. It’s not great but this was a fun match
while it lasted.

Jesse is presented to the crowd for the third year in a row. For some
reason Gorilla is surprised and says he was set up for this one.

Yesterday, Mr. Fuji ran a 5K in a tuxedo and snappy bowler hat while
barely breaking a sweat. This is to prove that he’s ready for the
handicap match for the Tag Team Titles at Wrestlemania as they try to
make this mean something.

Run-DMC performs the Wrestlemania Rap. Was Gladys Knight busy this year?

We recap Demolition vs. the Powers of Pain (Warlord/Barbarian) which



started back at the Survivor Series. Mr. Fuji turned on Demolition to
join the Powers of Pain, leading to a title match at the Main Event. Fuji
threw salt in Ax’s eyes for the DQ, which somehow resulted in the Powers
of Pain getting a rematch here in a 3-2 handicap match where Fuji can
help his team win the titles.

Demolition is ready to beat up Fuj the Stooge.

Tag Team Titles: Demolition vs. Powers of Pain/Mr. Fuji

Demolition is defending but Fuji isn’t the worst addition to the
challengers. It’s not that well known but he spent more days as a member
of the World Tag Team Champions than anyone in company history at over
two and a half years holding half of the titles. He’s 53 here and was a
champion as recently as 1982 so it’s not like he hasn’t been out there in
20 years. Fuji throws his salt and bows before we’re ready to go.

Warlord and Ax get things going with Ax taking over and quickly handing
it off to Smash for an early neck crank. Gorilla calls the challengers a
mongrel team. Demolition is a pair of brawlers but the Powers of Pain are
mongrels? That’s quite the stretch Monsoon. Barbarian comes in but gets
elbowed in the face three times in a row for his efforts. It’s all
Demolition to start until Barbarian chops Smash down to the mat in a
pretty rare sight. Warlord comes back in and is immediately double
clotheslined but Ax makes the mistake of going after Fuji to change
control for the first time.

Fuji comes in for a chop and a falling headbutt which looked a little bit
low. Slow stomping ensues, which you have to expect from guys like this.
Fuji actually goes up top and misses a…..I’m not sure if it was a legdrop
or an elbow and it’s Smash coming in to clean house for some polite
applause. Everything breaks down and Fuji throws salt in Warlord’s eyes
by mistake, setting up the Demolition Decapitator (backbreaker/middle
rope elbow combination) to pin Fuji and retain the titles at 8:55.

Rating: D. Boring match but it was two teams who wrestled the same style
which almost never works. Fuji being in there was a nice way to keep the
Powers of Pain from getting pinned, probably to allow for house show
rematches. Still though, nothing to see here and the fans have made no



secret about the fact that they’re just sitting around waiting for Hogan
vs. Savage.

Tony Schiavone (he had a pot of coffee for the company in the late 80s
and early 90s) is thrown out of Savage’s locker room as the champ shouts
that he’s ready for Hogan.

Dino Bravo vs. Ronnie Garvin

Garvin is a brawler who didn’t do much in the company. Before the match,
we have to pause for the return of Jimmy Snuka. It has nothing to do with
the match but he’s back after nearly four years away. Totally pointless
cameo that makes me think it wasn’t meant to air here.

Bravo attacks from behind and forearms Garvin in the back as Gorilla and
Jesse argue over how strong Bravo really is. A kick to the chest gets two
for Dino and even Jesse rips on Bravo for thinking that would get the
pin. Garvin suddenly starts his comeback with a bunch of right hands (his
finisher back in the NWA) and a sleeper but Bravo is right in the corner.
A sunset flip gets two for Ronnie but he walks into the side suplex for
the pin at 3:55.

Rating: D. This would have been a lame match on Superstars and it makes
Wrestlemania? Like I said, so much of this card feels like they’re trying
to fill in time and that really shouldn’t be happening on the biggest
show of the year. This easily could have been cut off to save about six
minutes and keep the crowd from getting so bored.

Garvin beats up Frenchy Martin because he’s a sore loser.

Brainbusters vs. Strike Force

The Brainbusters (Gorilla: “Two really tough dudes!”) are Arn Anderson
and Tully Blanchard with Heenan in their corner. Strike Force has been
inactive for a long time due to Martel being injured but he begged Tito
to reform the team. Blanchard starts with Martel and Arn is cheating just
a few seconds in with a knee to the back. Everything breaks down and
stereo dropkicks put the Busters on the floor.

Back in and Martel takes Anderson, the power of the team, to the mat in a



test of strength. Blanchard fights up but Tito gets in a blind tag to put
Tully in a Figure Four. Martel puts Anderson in one as well but the
threats of a disqualification breaks them up. Strike Force tries another
blind tag but Santana’s flying forearm hits Martel by mistake, knocking
him out to the floor.

The Busters take over on the distracted Santana but he gets two off a
middle rope cross body. Arn puts him back down with a knee in the corner
as Martel is still shaken up by the forearm. Tito slams Anderson off the
top (that might have been a mini tribute to Flair) and goes for the tag
but Martel drops to the floor and walks out. So Tito is alone against the
Brainbusters and this doesn’t bode well. The yet to be named spinebuster
plants Tito, who is still looking over at the empty corner. A spike
piledriver puts Tito out of his misery at 9:13.

Rating: C+. Fun match here which was more of a way to set up the Martel
vs. Santana feud which went on for well over a year. It’s a simple story
and a great way for Martel to look like a jerk, which made for a solid
heel turn. The Brainbusters were going to become a much bigger deal and
would finally end Demolition’s title reign by the end of the summer.

Martel says he’s tired of carrying Santana, who has always been holding
him back. Gene is livid over Martel’s actions. Like more livid than he is
on a day to day basis.

It’s time for Roddy Piper’s big return with a live Piper’s Pit. Fink
gives Piper a big introduction but we get Brother Love (a heel character
who parodied TV evangelists of the 80s) in a kilt instead. Love says his
guest is brother Rodney and we get an outstanding Piper impression as
Love plays both host and guest. This doesn’t last long so Love brings out
the real guest: loudmouthed talk show host Morton Downey Jr. who was a
forerunner to Jerry Springer and chain smoked (cigarettes, which Gorilla
calls weed).

After a few insults from Downey, here’s the real Piper to wake the fans
up. Piper starts asking Love questions but won’t let him answer because
he didn’t want to know that badly. He makes fun of Love’s red face but
Love stands up to him. Love: “You can’t scare me!” Piper: “WAH!” Guess



what happens. Piper brings up all the gifts that DiBiase has given Love
and thinks Love is wearing a fake Rolex. Downey throws cigarettes at
Piper as Roddy asks if Love is any part Scottish. If he is, there
shouldn’t be anything under that dress.

They argue over who is wearing a dress and who is wearing a kilt with
Piper threatening to bite Love’s face off if Love touches Piper’s kilt.
Piper rips Love’s kilt off to reveal red underwear and Love bails. So
it’s just Piper vs. Downey now and Morton starts blowing smoke in Piper’s
face, which Piper doesn’t approve of. Piper asks why Morton Downey Jr.’s
father isn’t named Morton Downey so Morton implies he slept with Piper’s
mother. Apparently Morton used to have a bunch of warts on his face but
he gave them to a homeless warthog. Piper: “I didn’t know your girlfriend
was homeless.”

Downey does his ZIP IT catchphrase and they just keep going. Fan: “THIS
IS STUPID!” Downey thinks Piper is a transvestite and blows even more
smoke. He says it’s healthy and that Piper could live as long as Downey
could (Downey would eventually die of lung cancer). Piper asks for a
cigarette of his own but instead sprays Downey with a fire extinguisher.
This ran nearly SIXTEEN MINUTES or longer than any Wrestlemania match to
date. It’s also aged horribly as Downey’s show would be canceled by the
end of the summer.

Preview of Hulk Hogan’s cult classic movie No Holds Barred.

Donald Trump thinks this has been a great event for the Trump
Organization and that the casinos have been doing very well. Sean Mooney
sounds incredibly nervous here.

Jesse is LIVID that Hogan is invading Hollywood. He’s so mad that he
looks at the wrong camera when he starts ranting about how scared Hogan
is of Savage. Hogan can drive Jesse’s limo in Hollywood and Jesse storms
off, only to return about ten seconds later.

We’re in intermission if that’s not clear.

Long recap of the Mega Powers forming and splitting to get us to the main
event. Like I said, Hogan was taking a bit too much of the spotlight,



including getting the win at Survivor Series after Savage did most of the
work. It was finally too much for Savage and he snapped to set up the
Mega Powers exploding.

Hogan can’t believe we’re here just a year after it all started. He
should have been able to see it coming though as Savage just wasn’t ready
to handle the pressure. Savage made Hogan believe that he believed in
Hogan’s demandments (train, say your prayers and eat your vitamins) and
that he was in Hogan’s corner. That line right there sums up why Savage
is pretty justified: why should the WWF World Champion be in Hogan’s
corner and have to follow Hogan’s rules? As I said for Wrestlemania III:
Hogan only has himself to blame for so many of his problems.

Hogan isn’t done yet as he talks about Trump sending a team of scientists
to check the arena’s foundation because the people in the building might
be swallowed by the earth. What is up with Hogan worrying about the world
falling apart whenever he’s in Trump Plaza? That’s two years in a row
now. Anyway, he wants Savage at his best and promises to take the title
back.

Jake Roberts vs. Andre the Giant

Big John Studd returned around the beginning of the year and is guest
referee here. As you can probably guess, Andre’s career hasn’t done so
well lately as his mounting injuries have pretty much rendered him to
limited appearances and little more. The idea here is Andre is terrified
of snakes, much like so many of Jake’s opponents. That’s rather evil of
Jake but we’ve already established that heroes can be horrible people in
the world of wrestling.

Andre jumps Jake to start and sends him face first into an exposed
buckle, which lost its padding somewhere during the entrances. Somehow
being sent into the exposed buckle by ANDRE THE GIANT doesn’t even knock
Jake to the mat. Jesse thinks Jake is cunning but he’s in there with a
giant. Gorilla: “Didn’t you ever hear the story of David?” Jesse: “Sure.
He used a foreign object.” Point to Ventura. Andre gets him into the
corner and crushes him with the power of fat.

Heenan yells insults as Andre stands on Jake’s chest. Jake slugs away and



knocks Andre into the ropes for the tie up but Heenan gets the Giant’s
arm’s loose for some choking. Andre tries a shoulder in the corner but
“catches a short knee” and staggers backwards, even though Jake never
moved his leg. To this day I’m still not sure what happened there. A big
chest bump knocks Jake to the floor but Studd won’t let him bring the
snake inside. Andre and Studd get in a fight and here’s DiBiase to steal
the snake, triggering their feud. Jake chases him off as Andre chokes
Studd and that’s a DQ at 9:40.

Rating: D. These matches are feeling longer and longer, even if it’s a
bigger match like this one. Jake was an act that people never got tired
of, even if he was eternally stuck in the midcard. Andre was into sad
territory here as he could barely move and was really just shouting and
using his fat instead of doing anything of value.

Jake catches DiBiase and brings in the snake to clear the ring.

Sean Mooney gives us a worthless report from the cheap seats.

Sensational Sherri is going to take the Women’s Title back from Rockin
Robin and hopes Elizabeth gets hurt in the main event. That’s just evil.

Honky Tonk Man/Greg Valentine vs. Hart Foundation

Honky Tonk, now firmly down the card after losing the Intercontinental
Title at the first Summerslam, gets beaten up by Hart to open things up.
Valentine comes in and gets dropkicked as well, followed by Neidhart’s
slingshot shoulder for two. It’s back to Bret who walks into a
backbreaker as the bad guys finally over. A kind of fireman’s carry
suplex and some elbows from Honky Tonk have Bret in trouble as Jesse
calls Pat Patterson a relic of the past.

There’s the Shake Rattle and Roll but it’s off to Valentine for the
Figure Four instead of a cover. Bret easily breaks out of the hold and
cross bodies Honky Tonk, only to fall out to the floor. Back in and Bret
loads up an O’Connor roll on Greg but runs over for the tag to Neidhart
instead of covering. That’s rather smart and something you would only
expect from someone like Bret. The Harts take over and Bret starts with
the prototype of the Five Moves of Doom. Everything breaks down and



Neidhart throws in Jimmy’s megaphone for a shot to Honky Tonk’s shoulder
for the pin at 7:39.

Rating: C. Totally meaningless filler match here but at least it wasn’t
bad for a change. The Harts were still finding their groove as a face
team, including not blatant cheating with foreign objects to beat a
thrown together team like this. We’ll be seeing Valentine and Honky Tonk
together as an actual team later on.

We recap Ultimate Warrior vs. Rick Rude, which started in a pose down at
the Royal Rumble. Rude was about to lose so he attacked Warrior with an
exercise bar. Warrior wasn’t pleased and this is the result.

Intercontinental Title: Ultimate Warrior vs. Rick Rude

Warrior won the title at Summerslam in a big surprise and has been
dominant ever since. Rude tries to jump him at the bell but his knee hits
Warrior’s belt. To be fair, Rude didn’t get smart until he went to WCW.
Warrior LAUNCHES him across the ring over and over before throwing on a
bearhug. Some fingers to the eyes break the hold and Rude comes off the
top with a missile dropkick of all things for two.

Warrior comes right back with another bearhug and the referee is even
nice enough to stop Rude from poking the eyes again. Rude gets out off
something we missed because the camera was on Heenan and a piledriver
gets a very delayed cover. The kickout is a lot weaker this time and Rude
follows up with a jawbreaker.

Rude cranks on both arms at once but Warrior makes the ropes and shoves
Rude away. The champ throws him into the corner a few times but misses a
splash. He’s still able to break up the Rude Awakening though and Rude is
in trouble. Warrior knocks him to the floor for a suplex but Heenan trips
Warrior up so Rude falls on top, leaving Bobby to hold the foot down to
give Rick the pin and the title at 9:41. That’s Warrior’s first loss and
somehow that’s Heenan’s first title as a manager in the WWF.

Rating: B. This was a pairing that never made sense as neither guy was
known as the best in ring performer on their own but they meshed together
very well and produced some good stuff. Rude was still goofy and Warrior



was still insane so this was a major upset and big surprise all around.
Good match too.

Warrior beats Heenan up because he’s a sore loser.

Bad News Brown vs. Jim Duggan

Just a brawl here. Duggan slugs away to start and clotheslines Brown out
to the floor. Back in and it’s Brown’s turn to hammer on Duggan but the
shots to the head have no effect on Jim. The Ghetto Blaster misses though
and Brown rolls outside to grab a chair. Duggan gets his 2×4 and it’s a
double DQ at 3:45.

Rating: D. This could have been fun if it wasn’t at Wrestlemania. Instead
it’s yet another way to fill in time before the match on the show that
everyone wanted to see. Thankfully they kept this short but that doesn’t
mean it has any business actually taking place. Bad stuff here that could
have been a fun garbage brawl.

Duggan hits him with the 2×4 to send Brown staggering away. The
announcement of the double DQ crushes the crowd all over again.

Red Rooster can’t wait to beat up Bobby Heenan and it’s going to be a
great day in the barnyard. The idea is Rooster is a walking chicken who
used to be managed by Heenan. Bobby said he could take anyone to success,
even someone as untalented as Rooster. I think you can piece the rest
together yourself.

Red Rooster vs. Bobby Heenan

Heenan can barely walk after the beating from Warrior. Right hands,
Heenan misses a charge and hits the post, Rooster pins him in 30 seconds.

Post match the Brooklyn Brawler comes in but gets beaten up by Rooster.
This is really the last match before the main event at WRESTLEMANIA.

Elizabeth says she’ll be in a neutral corner for the main event. All she
hopes is that neither man is injured.

Tony Schiavone says the locker room has all gone into the arena to watch



the match.

Sean Mooney polls fans on who is going to win. My goodness ENOUGH FILLER
ALREADY.

WWF World Title: Randy Savage vs. Hulk Hogan

Savage is defending and comes out first. Elizabeth gets her own entrance.
Jesse sums it up very well by saying “This is truly what the term main
event was invented for. This is the MAIN EVENT.” Savage bails to start
and poses on the corner. Hogan easily shoves him down and it’s time to
stall some more.

The announcers get into a heated argument over how important Elizabeth
really is until Hogan shoulders Savage to the floor where he hides behind
Elizabeth. Jesse: “With what Elizabeth has pulled, a punch in the nose
might be what she needs.” Back in and Hogan gets technical (huh???) to
take Savage down into a front facelock. Some right hands are more Hogan’s
style but Savage snaps him throat first across the top rope for two.

We hit the armbar from the champ but Hogan fights up and uses the trunks
to pull Savage to the floor. Back in and Hogan drops a bunch of elbows
for two but Savage pulls him into a chinlock. Hulk has a cut over his eye
and Savage knees him into the buckle for two, even with a handful of
trunks. Hogan fights up again and just slams Savage over the top to the
floor.

Randy wants nothing to do with Elizabeth’s help so he pulls Hogan to the
floor and posts him. Now Elizabeth goes to check on Hogan and gets
ejected to make it one on one. Savage ax handles Hogan throat first into
the barricade followed by a knee drop for two. With that not working,
Savage just chokes him down instead. The top rope elbow gets two and it’s
time to Hulk Up. The three punches set up the big boot and the legdrop to
give Hogan the title back at 17:54.

Rating: B. It’s a good match but there was no way they were going to be
able to live up to the hype they had created for this. This was one of
the biggest matches of all time and there was really no way they could
get much higher than they did here. I can accept Hogan winning for the



safe move and the good feeling, but can you imagine if Savage had cheated
to win (maybe involving Elizabeth somehow) and kept the title until
Summerslam? Still though, I understand why they did this as it wasn’t
exactly a time when heels could get the last laugh of a major show.

A lot of posing and raving from Jesse take us out.

Overall Rating: D-. This is by far the worst Wrestlemania to date and in
the running for the worst of all time. I understand the idea of a one
match card but they weren’t even trying to do anything more than fill in
time. Look at some of these matches and tell me which ones deserved to be
on here aside from the main event. You have Andre vs. Roberts, the
Intercontinental Title and Tag Team Title matches, and maybe the
Brainbusters vs. Strike Force.

In other words, about two thirds of this show ranges from worthless to
not needing to be on the card. The main event is good but there’s no way
they could make up for the disaster that was the rest of the show. It’s
way too long, not any good most of the time, and a show that only needed
to be about one match. Throw in the WAY too long Piper segment and this
was a disaster. Absolutely horrible show.

Ratings Comparison

Hercules vs. King Haku

Original: C-

2013 Redo: C-

2015 Redo: D+

Twin Towers vs. Rockers

Original: C

2013 Redo: C

2015 Redo: C+

Brutus Beefcake vs. Ted DiBiase



Original: D+

2013 Redo: C-

2015 Redo: D+

Bushwhackers vs. Fabulous Rougeau Brothers

Original: D-

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D-

Mr. Perfect vs. Blue Blazer

Original: B-

2013 Redo: C+

2015 Redo: C+

Demolition vs. Powers of Pain/Mr. Fuji

Original: C-

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D

Dino Bravo vs. Ronnie Garvin

Original: F

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D

Brain Busters vs. Strike Force

Original: B-

2013 Redo: B-



2015 Redo: C+

Jake Roberts vs. Andre the Giant

Original: D

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D

Hart Foundation vs. Honky Tonk Man/Greg Valentine

Original: D+

2013 Redo: D+

2015 Redo: C

Rick Rude vs. Ultimate Warrior

Original: B

2013 Redo: B

2015 Redo: B

Jim Duggan vs. Bad News Brown

Original: F

2013 Redo: D-

2015 Redo: D

Red Rooster vs. Brooklyn Brawler

Original: N/A

2013 Redo: N/A

2015 Redo: N/A

Hulk Hogan vs. Randy Savage



Original: C+

2013 Redo: B-

2015 Redo: B

Overall Rating

Original: D+

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D-

It just keeps getting worse.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/03/12/history-of-wrestlemania-with-kb-
wrestlemania-5-hogan-vs-savage-and-thats-about-it/

And the 2013 Redo:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2013/03/14/wrestlemania-count-up-wrestleman
ia-v-the-first-wrestlemania-sequel/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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